With the d,eath of Francis J.Mc Carty,the inventor of the

Ivlc Carty ·wireless Telephone, the commercial world lost one of its
greatest benefactors; the scientific world, one of its greatest

ori�inal investi ators of truth; themmechanical world, its great.

est inventive genius.

As many theories concerning the cause of earthquakes ha
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have been advanced through thecolumns of the public press, since
the 5reat disaster of April 18th, and by men too; some of

hom,

'at least, have devoted their lives to sciatific research along
these lines, it may be of interest to our readers to know that

this youthful inventor,. { being �et 18 years of age when he
died) was ap�lying his inventive genius to the construction of�

his theory
sesmograph, which would demonstrate th�correctness of
a.n ea:rthqu!U<e. It J1¥1'
odl the cause of 'flha"t "" &e -plee.sed to tirm
'IIUiDID will, no doubt, be on interest to those who are scientifioa

◄

ally inclined to know that the theory of the cause of earthquakes
as advaocated by this youthful scientist, in thrain, differs�

t'rom tb theories of those who have attained ihternational distinct
I
ion,along the line of this branch of investigation. The theories
1

advanced were interesting to read, but the causes assigned by

therespective authors were as varying, as the means of observatio:
0

and scientific knowledge of the respective persons differed

from each other. These t eories were the result of an effort to

diagnose the disease by a systematice study of the symptoms- and

symptoms a.re sometimes misleading.

As this young scientist was an acknowledged leader of

1

thought along electrical lines, he having �mscovered and put
intp operation, a telephone system, without theuuse of wires

or poles, whereby thehuman voic� with all its varyin
character
istics may betrans�itted., upon the Hertzian wc1ve
principle now
used in wireless telegraphy, for a distance
of three thousand
0

miles or more, after it had been demonstrated
by scientists in
this lien to the satisfaction of themse
lves that the human voice

l
i

.1
could not beso transmitted, who can successfully question but thct,
this instrument,which th

inventor had in the course of conxtruc

tion at the time of' his death on May 11th,· would have sucoessf'ul:
ly demonstrated the correctness of' his theory concerning the
cause of earthquakes.
Though unable to give the many ramifications of the theory
related to a friend, by this young scientist, immediately after
the eventful quake of April 18th,

a

meager outline of the same

will be given, as far as it was understood by this friend.
As explained by this wireless wonder of 17 years, an earth
quake was nothing more than

an

electrical disturbance beneath

the earth, similar to what,in the eastern states, we are pleased•
to call a thunder storm.
In order to ·explain the method of arriving at this con
clusion, some explanation of his investigation in the invention af
his Wireless •relephone, will be necessary .
. In all systems of telephoning it is necessary to ha.ve a
The reason for this is that u�
I
der neath the earth there exists what is termed the negative el

ground connection or ground wire.

lectrical pole, as vre will term it.
h

From the surface of the ea:rt

and upward we have what we will call for conv�nience sake the

affirmative or positive pole ofelectrical energy.

When in tele-

phoning we connect the ,Positive and negative currents, inside and
outside the earth re pectively, we form what is called a circuit
1

nd can then transmit a message, either wire or wirmmess.
I

As long as the positive and negative electrical fluids
we say
remain at rest, or as in electrical science as long�ds
�
1
of positive and negeative electrical energy remain balanced equal'
I
iy we have no manifestation. When they become unballanced we have
1,

an electrical disurbanoe,, Which varies as to location accordinP'

to the place where either of these loads of elecrtrical energy
are atrracted.

When we have a disturbance of the positive electrical en

ergy which surro mds the earth on its surface, as for instance in

a storm we see two clouds approaching charged with electrical
forces unequally, we seethe lightening shooting from one to the
other causing what we call a thunderx shower.

I

1

Af'ter the lighten-

ing strikes we hear the roar of the thunder. We feel a shower of

rain precipitat�d by the action of this electric energy discharg
ed from one cloud to the other

or attracted from ta earth.

, The sun is the gre�t dynamo of the earth. When the earth is in

I

a certain position with reference to the sun and 'the other plan,
ets, respectively, the sun by neutrilization or at:braction more

strongly affects the negative pole than the positive pole, caustrg
electrical energy to generate in the places on the earth more
1

1

I

strongly attracted. The discharge of this electrical energy, in'i
its effort to balance the load, or equalize· itself, with the elee
I

trical load on the outside of the earth, causes beneath the earth
what,above the earth,we would call a thunder storm. The lighteni1¥
shooting· through the earth, acroeswater and gaseous matters
causes steam and gas to instantly form and ex:pand. rhis expanisio1:.
1

�nd electrical thunderstorm we call an earthquake. Immediately

I

after the earthquake, and in fact almost simultaneously with ±xl
I
the shock, if you remember you heard a rumbleing roaring sound,
similar in many repects to the roar of the thunder immediately
following a :tk lightening flash in the positive current abvve

l

the earth. The earth is now about 7000 miles out of its orbit ii
,
is contended by astronomers, which tends to ·show that the theory

that the position of the earth with reference to the other planets
�

and the sun has something to do with the attractive force of the
negative electric body.

1

rhe inventor , a few days after the

1

quake called his friend's attention to the fact that each night I
after the quake electrical disturbances and flashes could be seen
I
in almost any direction in the evening above the horizon,showirlg
in a measure that the negative and positive currents in and upon

'' the earth were attracted by each other. 11.'he reader may remember "t5

s eeing the

e disturbances, and may remember how electrified the
e
atmoistphere was durEing the everal days following the earthqu¥e,

demonstrating at least to the casual observer, that whatever may
be said oft e theory of this young scientist as to the cause of
earthquakes, •there was at least great electrical disturba..�ce. It
was noted in electrical fie�ds,

QR

especially in instruments

used for wireless telegraphy, that wires connected with the earth
during the earthquake, were moreheavily charged by a thousand 1
volts, than under normal conditions.

In fact every evidence ob

servable- during the earthquake tended to show the correctness of
the theory entertained by this young inventor, and it is regrett�d
that his life was not spared longer, that the scientific world mi
might witnesssthe results of his experiments along this line,
as well as along other lines upon which he was working and which
were unknown to the outside world.

,

